SECOND COLLECTIONS COMMUNICATIONS SCHEDULE

2 WEEKS PRIOR

PREPARE
Determine dates to post content to bulletin, website, and social media

1 WEEK PRIOR

ANNOUNCE
Post mini-description of the collection in the bulletin and social media, along with the amount donated the previous year.

At mass, before the final blessing, have the pastor/deacon remind parishioners to be spiritually and financially prepared for the upcoming collection.

Send one prayer of the faithful resource for your liturgist to include for the upcoming Sunday collection.

COLLECTION WEEKEND

PRAY
Before mass, remind parishioners of the collection and include in the prayers of the faithful.

1-2 WEEKS AFTER

THANK
Post amount collected in the bulletin and on social media thanking parishioners for their generosity.

ALL RESOURCES CAN BE FOUND AT HTTPS://WWW.CATHDAL.ORG/COLLECTIONS